
Topics to Help You Write an Effective 
Debate - 2021 Guide 
Are you a person highly interested in debating competitions? Well, if yes then this article is going to be 
highly useful for you. Perfect essay writing a debate is difficult because you are judged for what you speak. 
There are certain writing techniques and writing strategies used to craft a perfect speech. It matters 
too how you're delivering your speech. It also depends upon the topic you've chosen.  

  
There are so many topics out there that a student can choose to write a speech. An effective debate is 
based on a topic that grabs the attention of the listeners. There are plenty of Informative speech topics to 

choose which are given below.  

  
What is Debate Writing? 
A debate writing is a kind of perfect essay a formal discussion that takes place between two parties. Each of 
them puts forward their stances and arguments, and the party with the strongest and relevant arguments 
wins the competition. The way of delivering a speech obviously matters, but the arguments and the writing 
style matters even more.  

  
Interesting Debate Topics  
There are so many debate topics that you can choose from. These topics are from different areas and fields 
and prove to be highly effective in writing a speech. Here we go with some debate topics that are extremely 
interesting.  

• School uniforms should be banned. 
• Homework should be banned.  
• Schools shouldn't allow social media sites.  
• The online learning system should be improved.  
• All students should get a job to do after school.  
• All students must be financially stable.  
• How to write a perfect essay 
• All students should take a drug test.  
• Women should not participate in the annual Women's March.  
• Men should stop bringing women down for their own cause.  
• Women should get equally paid as men at jobs.  
• Drinking alcohol should be entirely banned. 
• Weed intake should be totally banned.  
• Obesity should be marked as a dangerous disease.  
• The use of cell phones should be prohibited on busy roads.  
• The use of excessive social media should be controlled.  
• The investments in technology and crypto should be made.  
• The violent and extremely horror games should be totally banned.  
• The minimum per hour wage of every person could be at least $15.  
• Cell phones should be banned in schools. 
• How to become like perfect essay writers.  
• Government should focus on increasing the salaries of teachers regularly.  
• Freedom of speech should be encouraged in every field.  
• The offensive content should be completely banned.  
• The profiles of creeps on social media should be instantly banned.  
• Schools must ban any sort of political and religious involvement of students.  
• Sports should be strictly encouraged in educational institutes.  
• The restaurants using unhealthy and harmful cooking methods should be banned.  
• Rich people should donate and give charity more than the fixed amount.  
• The poor should be facilitated with basics on a monthly basis.  
• Government should promote tree planting events more frequently.  
• The companies should hire an equal number of male and female employees.  
• Healthcare should be entirely universal.  
• Religion has no harm at all.  
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• Burning any country's flag must be illegal. 
• Climate change is the most dangerous threat ever.  

  
Conclusion 
Hence the above-mentioned debate topics are favourable if you want to write my essay or speech. These 
topics are common, as well as important which can create deep discussions and arguments.  
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